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serious political thinker one who could solve the problerU
representation by saying that " it is a fallacy to believe that o/
can be represented only by a duly mandated person. We ^
see m law courts children, lunatics and absentees represe
by men who hold their representative mandate from the
only : the people is exactly in the same case, being a perpetual
child, a perpetual lunatic, a perpetual absentee. Why tb^n
could not its guardians dispense with a mandate P"1 f*'f
Maistre a nation was " the sovereign joined to the aristocracy O
Few of us can feel much intellectual or moral kinship with one
to whom " the executioner is both the terror of human society
and that which holds it together. Remove that mysterious
power and at the very moment order is superseded by chaos,
thrones fall and states disappear. He is the very corner-stone
of society." On the other hand, while it is true that, in a
frequently quoted phrase, he terms war " divine owing to its
consequences of a supernatural order/' he finds it " difficult to
understand how, given man, his reason, feelings, affections,
war is even possible," or to explain why there is a general
world-wide agreement that the most honourable thing in the
world is^to shed innocent blood/'2
Even in politics, in spite of his inveterate playing fast and
loose with historical facts and documents, Maistre stands as a
champion of Catholic thought, and is usually hailed as such*
Surely^ it is argued, no one could champion the Church as he
does without being a true son of hers ; and he has undoubtedly
the orthodox Catholic reliance on authority and dogma, even
in matters non-religious. " Political theory is to him a religion,"
says Professor Laski. But to take Maistre as an upholder of
orthodox Catholicism is surely to take a very narrow view of
what is Catholic orthodoxy ; and Faguet is surely right when
he points out that Maistre is really utterly irreligious, or at
least un-Christian, at heart— "his Christianity," says Faguet,
is basically Pagan— it is, in fact, but a slightly cleaned up
Paganism— it lacks all idea of love/' It is, as Rocheblave says,
1te!ronst Christianity;" 3 Irreligious he was in a number of
Considerations, chap, iv,	" .....   "" ~ * "ErtreMm, chap* vii
3 Etude surjf. de Maistre, p. 25.
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